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True to Form!

That’s BIOSIS’ Collective Indexes in Microform

There is one tried and true way to know that your clients are getting all the information they need... with the Collective Indexes in microform (1980–1984) to both Biological Abstracts® (BA) and Biological Abstracts/RRM® (Reports, Reviews, Meetings) (BA/RRM). These indexes offer you an effective and convenient means of providing complete information retrieval services. All the indexing information available in one easy-to-store, easy-to-use source! So... when you need to locate a reference, there’s one place you can count on to find it—the Collective Indexes from BIOSIS! Priced at $1,225.00 (film) and $1,300.00 (fiche) for BA and $1,000.00 (fiche) for BA/RRM.

Call or write today for more information about the 1980–1984 edition (or any prior year’s edition) of the BA Collective Indexes in microform and the BA/RRM Collective Indexes on microfiche.

BIOSIS, 2100 Arch Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103-1399 USA. Tel. (215) 587-4800 worldwide; 1-800-523-4806 (USA except PA); Telex 831739; Fax (215) 587-2016.

Biological Abstracts and Biological Abstracts/RRM are registered trademarks of BIOSIS.
Le Monde microfilm products and indexes provide the full French news perspective.

One of the world's great newspapers—Le Monde—with backfiles to 1944, is more appealing than ever. Now, indexes by Research Publications can quickly put the researcher or scholar in touch with key facts and figures.

Le Monde Diplomatique, which is also indexed, is a monthly political journal catering to diplomats, educators, politicians, and intelligentsia. Le Monde de L'Education presents a well-rounded view of the world of education, from kindergarten to college. And, for any library looking to increase French news coverage, each edition of Le Monde Dossiers et Documents presents the most pertinent news articles on one or two subjects, excerpted from Le Monde, Le Monde Diplomatique, and Le Monde de L'Education. The searching, subject grouping and categorizing is already done.

For the full French news perspective—only from Research Publications—call toll-free: 1-800-REACH-RP (1-800-732-2477). In Alaska, Canada or Connecticut, call collect (203) 397-2600. Or, use our Infofile #20 below.

1-800-REACH-RP


Historical Dictionary of the Republic of Guinea-
The Times—with supplements and indexes—presents two centuries of unsurpassed news coverage.

From the French Revolution to major events of the day, The Times is renowned for quality reporting and strong editorial opinion. This extraordinary resource is available in microform, only from Research Publications. And, the Times Index is a tremendous research aid, source of history, and general finding tool for other newspapers.

For areas of special interest, The Sunday Times, The Times Literary Supplement, The Times Educational Supplement, The Times Higher Education Supplement (all included in the Times Index), Times Engineering & Trade Supplements, and Literature are incomparable sources for information. Plus, The Times Literary Supplement Index—with annual and cumulative editions—organizes the bibliographical, biographical, cultural, and historical information in every volume of The Times Literary Supplement since 1902.

Two hundred years of superb news coverage by The Times, only from Research Publications. For more information call toll-free: 1-800-REACH-RP (1-800-732-2477). In Alaska, Canada or Connecticut, call collect (203) 397-2600.


BA/RRM® HAS IT ALL!
Over 1600 meetings, plus patents, books and more!

With Biological Abstracts/RRM® (Reports, Reviews, Meetings) you'll receive 260,000 entries for 1988 from over 9,000 serials and other publications from over 100 countries.

No other reference publication provides you with comprehensive coverage of symposia papers, meeting abstracts, review publications, bibliographies, research communications, books, book chapters and U.S. patents. In three easy-to-use sections—Content Summaries, Books and Meetings.

The indexes in each issue provide four modes of access to the literature: Author, Biosystematic, Generic and Subject.

Take advantage of this excellent coverage of important new scientific research and discoveries for your library.

Make sure your library has it all! Subscribe today by contacting BIOSIS Customer Services, 2100 Arch Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103-1999 USA. Telephone toll free 1-800-523-4806 (USA except PA) or (215) 587-4800 worldwide. Telex 831739; Fax (215) 587-2016. Or contact the Official Representative in your area.
It seems like only yesterday that a group of librarians founded the College Library Section of the American Library Association. But that was back in 1889 and it's just about time to celebrate the first century of academic librarianship.

The celebration begins at the ACRL Fifth National Conference, April 5-8, 1989 in Cincinnati, Ohio. The program features major speakers from higher education, technology and publishing. The best in library research will be presented by over 50 contributed paper authors. Panel presentations, small group discussions, poster sessions, exhibits and pre-conferences round out the conference.

There will be plenty of opportunities to meet old friends and new. Meet distinguished past ACRL presidents and executive directors at a luncheon in their honor. And help blow out the one hundred candles on the cake at the all-conference reception!

The second century of academic librarianship begins in Cincinnati on April 5, 1989.

For conference information contact:
Fifth National Conference Association of College and Research Libraries 50 East Huron Street Chicago, IL 60611 (312) 944-6780, ext. 291
New from the Preservation of Library Materials Section (PLMS) of the Resources and Technical Services Division, American Library Association

**Preservation Education Directory** 1988 ed. Compiled by Susan G. Swartzburg, Rutgers University, for the PLMS Education Committee. 5.00 32p. ISBN 0-8389-7225-X
- a list of the accredited library schools offering courses on the preservation and conservation of library and archival materials
- an essential reference tool for anyone interested in pursuing formal library preservation training
- provides information on conservation programs in North America and other organizations that provide training in preservation & conservation.

**A Core Collection in Preservation**. Compiled by Lisa L. Fox, SOLINET, for the PLMS Education Committee. 5.00 24p. ISBN 0-8389-7224-1
- annotated bibliography of books, reports, periodicals, and articles covering the entire spectrum of library and archival preservation
- a working resource for administrators, librarians, archivists, curators, conservators, and others working to preserve our documentary heritage.

Order from RTSD Publications, 50 East Huron Street, Chicago, IL 60611.

---

**LIBRARIES IN AN INFORMATION SOCIETY: A STATISTICAL SUMMARY**

by Mary Jo Lynch
Director, ALA Office for Research

- 32 pages
- Paperback, 8½"×11"
- Date: 1987
- ISBN: 0-8389-7145-8

This publication brings together in one place basic statistics about libraries in the United States that describe what libraries are and do, how they are used and by whom, what they contain, how they are financed and staffed, and how they spend their resources. It was compiled, with the aid of a grant from OCLC, for those outside the library community who wish to know more about libraries as well as for librarians and potential librarians who seek a summary of the field.

ORDER FROM:
ALA PUBLISHING SERVICES
50 East Huron Street
Chicago, IL 60611

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Copies</th>
<th>$4.00 each</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP
Recent Publications 563

Montague Summers: A Bibliographical Portrait.

Newsmakers: The People behind Today’s Headlines. Ed. by Peter M. Gareffa. Detroit:

Shakespearean Criticism: Excerpts from the Criticism of William Shakespeare’s Plays and Poetry,
from the First Published Appraisals to Current Evaluations. Ed. by Mark W. Scott. Detroit:

Training and Development Organizations Directory. Ed. by Janice McLean Detroit: Gale,
Words on Tape: An International Guide. Westport, Conn.: Meckler, 1988. 430p. $29.95

World Film Directors, Vol. 2. Ed. by John Wake

United Nations Publications

Let United Nations Publications bring the United Nations to you. We have a world of books and documents as diverse in their subjects (some 2000 titles) as they are in their audiences. For years, leaders in business, education, government, law, and science have relied on our publications to keep them current and informed.

Get familiar with the materials available from the United Nations—and with your single supplier for books, periodicals, videos and other items for those with interest in the world—United Nations Publications.

Get your FREE 1988/89 United Nations Publications catalogue. Mail the coupon. We’ll show you how easy it is to get books from your single supplier for books from the United Nations, New York and Geneva.

United Nations Publications

Mr. Thomas N. Hinds • Chief Sales Section
Room DC2-853 • Department 0061
United Nations
New York, NY 10017


Name ____________________________
Title ____________________________
Organization ______________________
Address __________________________
City, State Zip _____________________
Telephone ( ) ____________________
ANGLO-AMERICAN CATALOGUING RULES,
SECOND EDITION, 1988 REVISION

Available in September, 1988

Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, Second Edition, 1988 Revision is a single volume integrating all revisions authorized by the Joint Steering Committee for Revision of AACR since 1978 with the complete text of AACR2. AACR2 1988 Revision includes the published revisions of 1982, 1983, and 1985; unpublished revisions authorized by the Committee since 1985; some additional examples for existing rules; and additional rules and examples for new types of library materials, such as digital sound recordings and microcomputer software.

To meet the needs of all types of users, AACR2 1988 Revision will be available in three useful formats: paperback, hardcover, and a convenient ring-binder edition which facilitates adding or substituting possible further revisions or individual addenda.

Order now to receive your copy as early as possible!

Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules,
Edited by Michael Gorman and Paul W. Winkler for the Joint Steering Committee for Revision of AACR

Ring-Binder Edition:
$40.00 656p. plus ring-binder
0-8389-3361-0

Paperback Edition
$22.50 656p. 0-8389-3360-2

Hardcover Edition:
$29.50 656p. 0-8389-3346-7

American Library Association
50 East Huron Street
Chicago, IL 60611
312-944-6780